Ca Tru:
Ceremonial/Festival song.
, an original art performance of academic character, has been preserved for the
past 10 centuries.
(11th ce
. Later, it was used in banquets, weddings, friendly
meetings and it was
instrument. By beating time on tomtoms,

. Nowadays,
it is restored as a type of original popular art.

- A Patch of the Vietnamese Soul?
Here i
ơ
ơ P
- the beauty spot that I have dreamt of for so long
There is mountain after mountain, river along river, and cloud upon cloud
Is it the number one Grotto, may I ask?
(1862-1905) takes us to a Buddhist worl (1889-1939) gave us the following masterpiece. Here, the poet thoroughly
revives the declamation when the singer sings of an "unexpected meeting" between man
and nature, between man and spring, between man and the immense universe:
You see me now, please don't you be amazed
My heart stays the same, though my hair is greyed.
Since I first fell in love-forty nine long years ago
I've been a friend to wine, and art, and scenes.
And so at fifty years of age
I've spent half my life span
How many springs in the latter half will there be?
I do not ask - Let God's decision it be
Available now is wine, with me, Spring, have a drink
As friends - No host and guest distinct!
?

a type of chamber music serving as intellectu

t are sung differently, but the chief is
singing-reciting: A singer and a musician playing a long-necked lute-like instrument.
Also taking part is a member of the audience who expresses his appreciation and
response by beating a drum. A rather special description fits the songstress of former
days: "Fine clothes, velvet turban, delicate bobtailed hair, a moon-shaped face, knifesharp eyes, refined manners, with sweet words, mild as flowers, transparent as snow, her
beauty and charm are second only to Ki
's..."
To perform as expected, the singer must practice very hard and know many tunes. A
male musician accompanies the singer. He too practices hard so as to be in perfect
" - a drum beaten by a
member of the audience in appreciation or comment. Of course, this member of the
audience is very experienced at beating the drum - a single beat, three or five successive
beats and nine beats at the climax to be "in tune" with the lute. A timely response by the
drummer encourages the singer who knows that she has met someone who both
understands and appreciates her talent. These three instruments: The lut

" and the human
ơ :
Sweet phach, passionate lute mild smoke cushion
The sad voice lingers on in the middle of night.

- with water puppetry - is indigenous to Vietnam. It is a valuable legacy for Vietnamese
culture.
ơ
ơ
, extraordinarily pure and high-falutin to charm the
audience. At the beginning of the 20th centur
P
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ruling class; the singers whores and the audience no more than hedonists. Singers
abandoned their careers because of this bias
, but attention
is being given to their art.

P
-worshipping celebrations. Artists young

and old s

-P
declam
. All the original
f
awarded with an honorary commendation with these lines: "We thank you for your
contribution to the keeping of an original, traditional art legacy of Vietnam and an
excepti
P
, a place for al
. It not only revives an old musical form, but attracts
foreign musicologists: American, English, German and Japanese. American researcher
Mirada Krenzen has written a persuasive study, Vietnam's Traditional Music P

,af

has understood? (VNS)

Ca trù (also known as hát ả đào or hát nói) is an ancient genre of chamber music
featuring female vocalists, with origins in northern Vietnam. For much of its history, it
was associated with a geisha-like form of entertainment. Ca trù is inscribed on the list of
Intangible Cultural Heritage in need of Urgent Safeguarding in 2009
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ca_tr%C3%B9

